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Integrated Methodology for Project Risk Management
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Abstract: This article presents a generic project risk management process that has been particularized for construction project
point of view of the owner and the consultant who may be assisting the owner. The process could also be adapted to the need
project participants, and many points referred to in the article can be directly applied to them. Any project risk management proc
be tailored to the particular circumstances of the project and of the organization undertaking it. First, the article explains a com
generic project risk management process to be undertaken by organizations with the highest level of risk management matu
largest and most complex construction projects. After that, factors influencing possible simplifications of the generic process are i
and simplifications are proposed for some cases. Then the application to a real project is summarized. As a final validation,
analysis has been developed to assess the project risk management methodology explained here, and the results are presen
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Introduction and Foundations

The idea that risk management should be an important and
gral part of project management is currently well and widely r
ognized by the leading project management institutions~Simon
et al. 1997; IPMA 1998; PMI 2000; AEIPRO 2001!. The period
since 1990 has seen a variety of writers proposing a range of
management processes. Al-Bahar and Crandall~1990!, the U.K.
Ministry of Defense ~MoD-PE-DPP 1991!, del Caño ~1992!,
Wideman~1992!, BSI ~1999!, NASA ~Rosenberg et al. 1999!, the
U.S. Department of Defense~DSMC 2000!, and the U.S. Depart
ment of Transportation~DOT 2000! are among these suggestin
the use of processes with four or five phases. For example, ph
may include initiation, identification, analysis, response planni
and control. The processes may be applied in general, or for
cific project sizes and types.

Probably the most noteworthy, comprehensive, and so
project risk management~PRM! processes today are PRAM
~Simon et al. 1997; Chapman and Ward 1997b!, RAMP ~ICE
et al. 1998!, and PMBoK-2000~Project 2000!. PRAM has a spe-
cial importance because it was the first highly comprehens
process developed by a large team, including both practitio
and academics. The RAMP process has characteristics simil
those of the PRAM process in scope, structure, and concep
but has been conceived for the construction environment. Fin
the importance of the PMBoK-2000 process lies in its releva

1Catedra´tico de Universidad, Escuela Polite´cnica Superior, Univer-
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as an ANSI and IEEE standard. PRAM and RAMP tend to refl
more a ‘‘British-European’’ way of performing PRM, whereas th
PRM chapter of the PMBoK was prepared by a mix of contrib
tors from North America~United States and Canada! and Europe
~U.K. and Spain; one of the writers was part of that team!. Nev-
ertheless, PRM practice is not very different in North Ameri
and Europe.

The writers present PUMA~Project Uncertainty MAnage-
ment!, an integrated methodology based on a hierarchically st
tured, flexible, and generic PRM process, here particularized
construction projects from the point of view of the owner and t
consultant who may be helping the owner. The PUMA method
ogy is completely embedded in the project planning function; i
essentially consistent with and expands, among others, PMB
2000, RAMP, and PRAM. The main components of the meth
ology are
1. A generic PRM process to be undertaken by companie

institutions with the highest level of risk management ma
rity in the largest and most complex projects;

2. A set of flexible guidelines provided to simplify the glob
process, taking into account a wide set of project circu
stances, especially those related to the level of risk mana
ment maturity of the organization undertaking the proje
the relative project size, and the project complexity; and

3. A set of recommendations for the use of existing risk ana
sis techniques, taking into account similar criteria.

In the PUMA methodology, the ideal would be to develo
processes tailored to the individual needs of each organiza
and even each project~Chapman and Ward 1997a,b; Turner a
Payne 1997!. And the best way to define how a generic model c
be simplified is through empirical methods. The generic proc
and its possible simplifications will serve to define a specific p
cess according to the organization and project’s circumstan
These simplifications may or may not be followed in each in
vidual case after a previous analysis. In the beginning, study
and analyzing the complete PRM process is always recommen
to determine the most appropriate simplifications to adopt. A
tailed knowledge of the process, organization, and circumstan
surrounding the type of projects undertaken will make possible
simplify the generic process without losing its effectiveness.

t
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Fig. 1. Questionnaire to estimate complexity of construction projects
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Another basis for this methodology is a questionnaire dev
oped by the writers to classify construction projects according
their size and complexity~de la Cruz 1998!. This questionnaire
considers two types of complexity: direct and indirect. Dire
complexity includes differentiation and interdependence amon
system’s elements; this first type of complexity coincides with
general concept of complexity referred to by Baccarini~1996! and
with what Williams~1997! calls structural complexity. According
to this concept, a nuclear power plant is, technically speak
more complex than an expressway or an office building, e
when the project budgets are similar. Indirect complexity, on
other hand, relates to factors that, apart from differentiation
interdependence, tend to lead eventually to higher levels of in
dependence among the elements of a system~Williams 1997!.
Uncertainty is one of the major sources of indirect complex
and schedule compression, the criticality of meeting cost ob
tives, or excessive quality requirements are other factors that
to it.

Using those concepts, the writers have analyzed the princ
sources of direct and indirect complexity in construction proje
A simple questionnaire with 69 short questions~Fig. 1! has been
elaborated to estimate a project’s complexity, in qualitative ter
in seven project areas~project environment, facility to build, tech
nology, project organization, project objectives, information, a
cultural aspects!. Answers are placed on a scale between zero
three~zero when the question is not applicable, and values fr
one to three for positive answers! to show how much importance
each factor has for a particular project. At the same time, e
question has a weighting or level of importance~also from one to
three!. The index of complexity refers to the quotient between
weighted average of the answers and the maximum value of c
plexity that can be obtained answering the questionnaire.

The two theoretical extremes of values for this index are 0
100%, even though it is not possible for a project to reach s
extremes. In real terms, the extreme values fluctuate betwe
and 60%. Thus, as real-life examples, an apartment com
might have a complexity index of around 7%; the Channel T
nel, about 50%. Within the framework of the questionnaire, ty
cally low-complexity projects measured up to 15% on the co
plexity index; those seen as involving high complexity, at 30%
above; and midrange complexity projects, at intermediate val
Subjectivity comes into play with this classification of projec
but here the goal is only to establish recommendations with
flexible methodological framework.
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Another of the linchpins of this methodology is based on t
taxonomy with which Hillson~1997! establishes possible ris
management maturity levels. The first of these is called ‘‘naı¨ve’’:
at this level, the organization is unaware of the need for r
management. The second level is called ‘‘novice’’: the organi
tion is now beginning to experiment with risk manageme
through a small number of individuals, but there is no gene
structured approach to manage risk. The third level is called ‘‘n
malized’’: now risk management is included in normal busine
processes and consistently implemented on all or most proje
The organization uses an integrated set of techniques and t
and generic risk management processes are applied in a fo
way; the organizational culture includes an accepted policy
risk management. The fourth level is called ‘‘natural’’: at th
level, the organization has a risk-aware culture with a proac
approach to risk management in all aspects of the business
with an emphasis on opportunity management. The organiza
is continuously updating its processes and constantly learn
from experience. The experience of the writers is similar to tha
Hillson ~1997!; they find that few organizations are currently
level 4; many organizations are either at levels 2 or 3, an
significant number remain at level 1. In the writers’ experien
project-driven organizations can be at level 1, but many are
levels 2 and 3. Only project-driven organizations could be at le
4; in contrast, non-project-driven organizations are normally
level 1.

Furthermore, the concept of risk taken into account to c
ceive the process explained here is as an uncertain event tha
occurs, has a positive~opportunities! or negative~threats! effect
on a project objective. The origin of risk is the uncertainty inh
ent to any project, and every risk is associated with~at least! a
cause, a consequence~at least, if it occurs!, and the probability or
likelihood of the event occurring. There are known risks~known
unknowns! that can be analyzed and managed, and other
known risks~unknown unknowns! that can be addressed throug
a general contingency based on the project manager’s experie
There may be ‘‘static’’ risks, which will maintain their characte
istics during their period of existence, but many risks are ‘‘d
namic’’ and can change their probability and impact during t
project life cycle. Moreover, there are risks with a single or n
mal uncertainty~weather phenomena!, and other risks~Soros
1999! with other components of uncertainty caused by their int
active character~social, political, and economic phenomena!.
These are the reasons why PRM must be a continuous pro
/ NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2002
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with feedback, from the beginning to the end of the project.
Otherwise, when developing the risk management process

methodology referred to here, the writers attempted to cull
best aspects of the models reflected in the literature about
topic. In particular, the process has taken into account, am
others, aspects of the models proposed by the previously qu
writers, as well as those proposed by Lichtenberg~1981, 1983!,
Archibald and Lichtenberg~1992!, Down et al. ~1994!, Grey
~1995!, or Reitan and Hauge~1997!. The reader may also consu
other interesting contributions to PRM by CCI~1989!, Gibson
et al. ~1995!, Bing and Tiong~1999!, Bing et al.~1999!, Kangari
~1995!, Javid and Seneviratne~2000!, and Mak and Picken
~2000!. This work is also based on
• Analyzing practice in occidental organizations. More than 2

bibliographic references were consulted for this purpose; s
eral interviews were also developed with professionals in
construction sector with experience in domestic and inter
tional construction projects~working as owners, engineers
consultants, and contractors!; and

• The professional experience of the writers obtained thro
different positions in construction project management com
nies; in small, medium, and large construction and urban p
ning and development projects; and by post mortem anal
of projects in which the writers have been involved from 198
The aim of this article is to stimulate reflection on ways

develop the PRM tasks in different environments~projects, com-
panies, and so on!.

Generic Project Risk Management Process

As previously mentioned, the generic PRM process is conce
to be undertaken by organizations with the highest level of r
management maturity in the largest and most complex const
tion projects. This generic, or complete, process is structure
four levels. The first level includes four process phases. Two
these phases have a breakdown into several stages or subp
~second level!; therefore, the process has a total of 11 stages.
2 is a flowchart showing the four process phases~first level! and
their breakdown into several stages or subphases~second level!.
In this flowchart, only the main feedback has been included.

The process stages are divided into steps or activities~third
level!. In specific cases, an activity is divided into subactiviti
~fourth level!. The first phase is called initiation~initiating the

Fig. 2. Phases and stages flowchart
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PRM process! and consists of four stages: requirements, proje
process, and team. The second phase of the process is c
balancing~balancing the risk environment!. As the name implies,
it is about providing equilibrium to the risk environment of th
project ~Down et al. 1994!, in the sense of balancing opportun
ties with threats; it consists of five stages: identification, mod
ing, estimating, evaluation, and balancing. The third phase
called maintenance and is about keeping the risk environm
balanced. Finally, the fourth phase is called learning, that is,
closure subprocess to learn from the present project experie
The stages of the process can overlap and can also interact
the project management activities. The process definition also
cludes flowcharts to provide a complete picture of the feedb
and interrelation between the different activities at the third le
and between subactivities at the fourth level. The methodol
also includes more detailed guidance than is expressed in
paper, due to the limitations on the paper’s length.

Requirements Stage

The requirements stage kick-starts the risk management pro
between the staff with the greatest levels of responsibility fo
and the most senior among the clients for whom the work is to
carried out. Needs and constraints are established, and a si
opportunity analysis of the process is done. Normally this st
will be developed in a rapid and sometimes informal way: that
resolved in a few hours. The first step is to obtain the minimum
information about the main features of the project from the cli
of the process. At this point, this step will be taken without gre
contrasts, so that the coherence between these features an
project objectives is analyzed in only a cursory fashion.

It is desirable to have the minimum information related to t
general environment; stakeholders or interested parties; their
tives ~profit, benefit!; conceptual design; project plan; proje
breakdown structure; available human and material resour
milestones schedule and estimated deadlines and costs; prior
tion of project objectives; and other data about the program
concern the present project~link with program management!. The
next step is to obtain basic information from the process cli
about their risk management needs. Now is the moment to in
view the client about all stakeholders and interested parties in
process; the profit or benefit they hope to gain~savings, increased
profitability! and other motivations in the process; the desir
process scope; time scale available~at least for the initial and
balancing phases!; the assigned budget for the process; and,
nally, prioritization of the process objectives.

Following the collection of this information, a contrastiv
study is made. If the process goes forward, a small team wil
named to follow through with the rest of the initiation phas
including the appointment of the risk process manager. The m
goal of this stage is to avoid wasting time in the following stag
of this phase, in case of a mismatch between the needs o
process clients and their own restrictions or those emerging f
the project itself. This stage may be left out in many cases, b
will be useful for an outside consultant to estimate his or h
prospects of winning the contract, or at least to determine h
much effort should be made in order to win it. For similar re
sons, it will also be handy for the internal staff responsible
risk management.

Project Stage

The project stage entails a detailed study of the project an
definition of how the project’s success will be measured. The fi
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step is a familiarization with the project and an analysis of it
far as risk management is concerned. This consists, first, of g
ering and summarizing any existing information about the proj
The type of data needed is not different from that of the requ
ments stage, but adds information related to underlying assu
tions and parameters considered key to the project~for example,
revenue, operation costs, time to market, and so on!. However,
the work is now done by the risk management team to mak
contrastive study in their capacity as project management ‘‘gu
ians’’ or ‘‘watchdogs.’’ The team’s goal now is to suggest possi
changes in the project and to produce formal documentation
this stage. If necessary, additional information will be sought
tandem, a search and analysis of historical information ab
similar internal and external projects will be done. The seco
step is to contrast the project objectives, comparing all the in
mation collected up to this point to decide if everything go
forward or if the project requires serious reconsideration. Fina
the way in which project success will be monitored, and ev
measured, must be established~de Wit 1988; Gray 1995!.

Process Stage

The process stage includes an analysis of the feasibility of the
management process and its planning. There are various
differences between this and the requirements stage. First of a
is the risk management team who now prepares the informa
needed. Another difference is that process planning will now
carried out in a similar way when a project is planned; this st
cannot be dropped. The first step in this stage is to analyze
feasibility of the process. This entails
• Reconsideration of the information about stakeholders and

terested parties and the advantages~profit, benefit! they hope
to gain from the process;

• Gathering and summarizing information about stakehold
risk tolerances, the organization’s risk management polic
and existing PRM procedures;

• Analysis of the internal and external risk~Chapman and Ward
1997b! inherent to the project~program management, corpo
rate management! to determine which risks can be handle
within the project’s framework and which should be dealt w
by outsiders;

• The definition of the different process objectives~method-
ological scope and techniques employed and necessary
sources and deadlines for the rest of the process, its cost
objectives prioritization!; and

• At this point, a cost/benefit analysis for the process can
developed, and it should be decided if major rethinking
needed, if the process is to be abandoned, or if it goes forw
The second step is to establish and document the process

ning. Above all, one must look at the effects of
• Defining process tasks and how they relate to project task
• Defining roles and responsibilities;
• Defining acceptable risk thresholds;
• Defining in detail the process scope~techniques, tools, and s

on! to decide on the prerequisites in this field~such as software
acquisition or updating!. Scope includes not only technique
and tools, but also criteria and other data necessary to
those techniques and tools. It also involves the manner of
egorizing risks and the definition of acceptable risk thresho
or scoring methods, among other aspects;

• Estimating costs and defining the work schedule for the p
cess, dovetailing it with the project schedule; and

• Obtaining the formal results of the process~risk register and
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other documents! and deciding which people and organiz
tions must be informed of those results and the way they w
be communicated.

Team Stage

In the team stage, the definitive team will be formed to deal w
the remaining phases of the process. First, it is necessary to i
tify the key players in the process: not only those who are ac
on the risk management team, but also anyone else who can
information for this process~designers, users, maintenance p
sonnel, and so on!. Moreover, roles and responsibilities must b
identified. The next step includes communicating the results
the PRM initiation phase and, in tandem, identifying outside
source needs, selecting and setting up the team, contracting e
nal resources, and designating roles and responsibilities. Fin
one should identify and resolve the training and integration ne
of the established team. This last step may coincide with the
stages of the next phase.

Identification Stage

This stage includes the identification not only of risks~opportu-
nities and threats!, but also of potential responses to enhance a
take advantage of opportunities and to fight against threats. T
are several reasons to include response identification from
point on. Quantitative risk models will be developed in certa
cases of large and complex projects carried out by organizat
with an adequate degree of maturity. A correct quantitative r
analysis model needs to include both risks and responses. Sin
is necessary to compare the various alternative responses to a
responses must be included in the model. Quantifying the res
using different responses will provide useful information f
choosing among the alternatives. Another reason to include
sponse identification at this point is that a specific response
risk can bring secondary risks that would not exist in other ca
For example, a turnkey contract at a fixed price will reduce
risk of cost overruns for the owner, but quality risks may aris

First, at this stage the team must establish the project activ
to be considered in the risk management process. It is rec
mended that, in the case of large-scale projects, there be bet
30 and 50 activities~5 to 10 and 10 to 30, in case of small- an
medium-scale projects, respectively!. At the same time, the re
sponse identification environment must be defined, including
isting risk allocation policies, identification of interested parti
that could allocate the risk, and possible contract types to use.
next step is to identify and classify risks~opportunities and
threats! and responses. It is necessary to identify primary ri
~opportunities and threats!, their causes, characteristics, cons
quences, triggers~warning signs!, and possible owners~alloca-
tion!. At the very least, one must classify these as key risks~with
an important positive or negative impact on project outcom!
and other types of risk~those affecting secondary objectives
whose impact on project outcomes cannot be considered as
portant!. For other, more thorough ways to classify risk, t
reader can consult Wideman~1992!, Reitan and Hauge~1997!, or
de la Cruz~1998!, among others.

It is also essential to identify and classify primary respons
Furthermore, an identification is needed of secondary risks
their causes, characteristics, and consequences, as well as t
sponses to these risks. The risk team can use a combinatio
different risk and response identification techniques~Simon et al.
1997; de la Cruz 1998; PMI 2000!. Among these are projec
/ NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2002
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documents review~prompt lists or documents!; information gath-
ering techniques~such as brainstorming, Delphi, interviewin
and SWOT—strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and thre!;
checklists; assumptions analysis~stability of assumptions and ef
fect of wrong assumptions!; and diagramming techniques~flow-
charts, fishbone diagrams, and influence diagrams, to identify
interrelations between activities, risks, consequences, and
sponses!. It will also be useful to review the six basic questio
proposed by Chapman and Ward~1997b!, the project life cycle,
and published information, as well as to visit the site. The pro
plan ~including estimates, plus resource and procurement pla!,
the work breakdown structure, and the organizational breakd
structure are prompt lists that can be employed to promote m
tation and, along with it, risk identification. By also reviewing th
prioritization and trade-off criteria of the project objectives~in-
cluding the uncertainty in defining them!, the design, or the
schedule logic, one can facilitate risk identification.

The assumptions made during the project feasibility study
in the project plan are other factors that require analysis in
risk identification stage, which is the moment to revise the po
tion that the current project holds within the program it forms
part of. It is also time to contrast the project objectives with tho
of the program. Doing so will help identify risks as well. Once t
identification work has been completed, one can move on to
third step, going over the contrastive analysis of previous res
with parties outside the risk management team. This step wil
very useful to identify unexpected or hidden risks. The rea
must take into account that specific stakeholders’ circumstan
can be unmentionable, and hence be the cause of risks tha
identifiable but initially hidden. This task is normally carried o
by means of interviews, Delphi technique, panel sessions
brainstorming. After that, an analysis of the reliability of the i
formation used and generated in the identification will be p
formed. In the final step, after a preliminary prioritization of ris
and responses~using simple qualitative techniques!, a record of
the work that has been carried out up to this point will be crea
This information will make up the risk register, a document to
used and updated in subsequent phases.

Modeling Stage

The modeling stage has to do with an in-depth analysis of r
and responses that involves developing a model to serve as a
for the evaluation stage. The first step is to formulate the probl
so that the purpose of this stage and its possible restrictions
clarified. Then an analysis is done to decide which risks are to
included and which excluded in the model, which model or m
els are to be developed, and which risks will be included w
each. This is followed by model definition; these models may
as simple as a table that summarizes activities, risks, respo
and main interrelations, or complex enough to be on par w
sophisticated dynamic models~system dynamics, process simul
tion! to include project activities, risks, responses, their con
quences, and their relations.

If necessary, this is when one should define any special t
nique required for a specific risk analysis~particular techniques
not applicable to all kind of projects, such as specific weat
models for off-shore projects, as opposed to techniques suc
Monte Carlo simulation, applicable in many cases!. As for
projects where there is already sufficient information, stand
models may be used. Model structuring may entail a clarifica
of how the following interrelate: project activities~distinguishing
flexible and nonflexible interrelations!; activities and primary
JOURNAL OF CONSTRUCTION ENGI
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risks; primary risks and responses; primary responses and sec
ary risks; secondary risks and responses; risks and their co
quences; and responses and their consequences. Moreove
needs to determine risk-risk and response-response relation
finish, it is necessary to integrate the relations to build the mo
Once a satisfactory definition of the model has been reached
next step is to go over a contrastive study of the model w
parties outside the risk management team~interviews, Delphi
technique, panel sessions, brainstorming!.

Estimating Stage

In the estimating stage, one attempts to calculate the degre
uncertainty associated with risks. Frequently only a qualitat
evaluation will be carried out. After deciding on the type of a
sessment~qualitative or quantitative!, and as for quantitative
evaluations, the second step involves carrying out an initial e
mate of the probability and~positive or negative! impact of dif-
ferent scenarios for each risk. Typically, there will be three s
narios: a pessimistic one of maximum nominal impact foreseea
in the case of threats~or minimum nominal impact in the case o
opportunities!; its optimistic counterpart, turning this picture o
its head; and an intermediate scenario—the most probable o
three. In the case of qualitative evaluation, a similar process
be carried out, but there will be an estimate of the probabi
level ~high, medium, or low! for each risk in different scenarios
Although this is a qualitative evaluation, the impact should
ways be quantified~given a minimum and maximum! to establish
contingency allowances.

It must be emphasized here that the main objectives of qu
titative analysis are to provide project participants with an opp
tunity for reflection and to make any uncertainty in the project
patent as possible to those participants. A quantitative ana
should never be idolized. It should be done seriously and rig
ously; otherwise, it is preferable to avoid it altogether~garbage
in—garbage out!. It should also be used with prudence, mainly
a communication tool.

The third step involves fine-tuning the estimates of the ris
that are considered opportune. In each process of fine-tun
what may take place is simply an elicitation of the initial es
mates, a better definition of a probability distribution, a change
the type of probability distribution, or a combination of all o
these. If subjective data have been mixed with objective histor
data, one should decide if it is necessary to multiply the sub
tive estimates by a coefficient so that they can be assimilated
the objective estimates~Chapman and Ward 1997b!.

This is when one should also decide if it is necessary to ca
out a successive breakdown to reduce the estimates’ uncert
of critical risks with unacceptable variance~typical deviation in
the case of quantitative analysis, or any excessive distance
tween maximum and minimum impact in the qualitative analys!.
This reduction will be achieved by applying Lichtenberg’s su
cessive principle~Lichtenberg 1981, 1983; Archibald and Lich
enberg 1992!, breaking down the risk event and estimating t
impact ~and probability, in case of quantitative analysis! of the
several components of that event. This breakdown will contin
until acceptable remaining levels of uncertainty are achieved.
next step is to estimate the external costs of covering the var
insurable risks, comparing them with the expected value of tak
this risk on internally. The final step is to update the risk regis
with the prioritization of risks here performed.
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Evaluation Stage

The evaluation stage entails introducing the estimates from
previous stage into the models defined in the modeling stag
evaluate the project’s risk. First, the data about the risks are
troduced into the models~with and without risk responses, i
different scenarios, including various combinations of respon!
to carry out partial and global calculations, graphic outputs, p
sible model restructuring, and a diagnosis that includes a se
tivity analysis. This diagnosis establishes the necessity of res
turing the model, modifying the project plan, or fine-tuning t
previous estimates. Second, the triggers are identified in a de
tive manner. Third, the risk thresholds are defined, and a fi
evaluation will be undertaken establishing opportunities to t
advantage of or to ignore, as well as threats to respond to an
accept, and the overall risk ranking of the project~to allow for
comparison and facilitate decisions between projects!. The evalu-
ation stage is essentially quantitative; it can be reduced to a m
mum in the case of certain projects and organizations. This
penses with the first step of carrying out a quantitative anal
for every model. Nevertheless, the rest of the stage process
holds, although in a simplified form.

Balancing Stage

In the balancing stage, one finally puts into effect the first m
sures toward reaching a balance between opportunities
threats. This stage embraces the project’s global planning~which,
in turn, includes the selection of definitive risk responses! and the
planning of the following phase of risk management, and ab
all entails getting started with all the necessary immediate act
Project planning will be developed at two or three levels~Chap-
man and Ward 1997b!, depending on the project duration. The
will always be global planning, which spans the project’s l
cycle with a minimum level of detail~first level!. Beyond this,
more detailed planning~at a second level! will be carried out for
more reduced timelines. This planning will take place at differ
stages of the project in a dynamic concept; these timelines ma
may not coincide with each phase of the project. Finally, plann
with the maximum detail~at a third level! will be done at different
stages of the project to flesh out the work undertaken at the
ond level. Along with providing other advantages, this ‘‘succe
sive’’ work prevents the kind of project plan that is unrealist
avoiding wasted effort and time, along with excessive spend
surprises, confusion, disagreements, and a lack of motivation

One party’s risk can be another party’s opportunity. The fi
step in the balancing stage is about defining the final proje
policies for risk allocation. In the following step, one identifie
the risks that will be allocated to each organization and per
~external or internal to the owner! to establish who has the re
sponsibility for managing them and who will withstand the im
pact should this occur. In the third step, one should plan for c
tracting in terms of contract types~traditional, turnkey,
construction management, and so on!, the definition of contract
clauses, and finally, deadlines and contractual milestones.
fourth step, on the one hand, is to confirm all of the above w
the participants, making any necessary changes; on the o
hand, one must check if all that has been accomplished until
is coherent and legally correct. The fifth step is to gather, su
marize, verify, and document the project’s global plan. Moreov
the risk register will be updated to include the work that has b
carried out up to this point, including the lessons learned. In b
cases, the compiled documents will be distributed. The sixth
is to define the timelines for any other project planning~second
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and third levels!. The seventh step is to carry out project planni
at the second level and the first detailed project planning.
eighth step is to establish fallback or contingency plans to m
mize the impact of risks if the planned responses fail when
risk event occurs, including contingency allowances~time, cost!.
Then the following phase of this risk management process m
be planned for, defining the format, frequency, and contents of
risk reports and their integration into the global project repo
After communicating the results of this stage, the final step is
carry out any immediate action established in the project p
including that which is related to risk opportunities~enhance, take
advantage of, ignore! and threats~avoid, transfer, mitigate, ac
cept!.

Maintenance Stage

As the name indicates, the maintenance stage or phase is a
maintaining the equilibrium of the project’s risk environment.
this phase there is an activity of general monitoring, which
cludes the project~as well as its objectives and assumptions! and
the program. At the same time, risk monitoring will be carri
out. This will deal with the evolution of risk factors, trigger
responses~their implementation and effectiveness!, and other as-
pects of the risk environment, along with releasing contingenc
as required, detecting trends in the PRM process, and upda
the risk register. Another task is to carry out periodical and
ceptional or special checks~including the updating of the risk
register!. This includes reviewing risks, responses, risk mode
and risk evaluation. Risks identified at the beginning may dis
pear, with new ones cropping up. Furthermore, periodical or
ceptional risk reports will be produced; these are to be integra
into the project reports.

Along with all that has been mentioned, one should, at cer
intervals, develop, document, and implement the successive
tailed planning of the project at the second and third leve
Should a crisis arise, it will be necessary to take certain step
reestablish the balance of the risk environment~crisis manage-
ment!. In the first place, one must confirm the presence of
corresponding triggers, whether or not these have been an
pated. Then the crisis team must be built, the crisis must be
lyzed, and the corrective measures previously planned for~con-
tingency planning! must be selected and applied. If possib
preventive actions will be taken to avoid similar crises in oth
areas of the project or even in other projects~domino effect!.
Thereafter, one should establish and put in place workarou
which are urgent responses that have not been planned for~Wide-
man 1992!. Finally, the risk register is updated. From the expe
ence gained in the various iterations of this stage, one may re
the conclusion that it is necessary to go back to one of the pr
ous stages. This may lead to, among other things, a modifica
of the project plan. The cycle of normal activities within this sta
will be periodically repeated until the project enters its closi
process.

Learning Stage

The learning stage or phase entails reflecting on what one
experienced during the project; it is about learning from this
perience to improve on future activity and increase the body
corporate knowledge. First, the scope of this phase must be
fined and planned for. Then there is the final collection of a
remaining data related to risk management for this project, add
any finishing touches to the risk register. The next step is to p
/ NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2002
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cess and make a final analysis of the data, including project
jectives achievement and a comparison between expected an
tual risks. After that, the team will reflect on the results of th
analysis and assess the PRM process developed, and the cor
data bases will be updated accordingly. The last task is to prod
a final risk management report; this will be incorporated into
project’s final report. This phase must be performed not only
the case of the project ending as planned, but also in tha
premature project termination~abortion!.

Simplification of the Generic Process

Various factors come into play when contemplating the simp
cation of the generic process. One is role~owner, engineer, con

Fig. 3. Classification of projects by complexity, relative size, a
organization risk maturity level
JOURNAL OF CONSTRUCTION ENGI
-
c-

ate
e
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tractor, and so on!, although here the process has been particu
ized for the owner’s role. Three other main aspects include
maturity of the organization, the relative size of the project, a
its complexity. Fig. 3 offers a classification of projects accordi
to their complexity, relative size, and degree of maturity in ter
of risk management of the company carrying out the project.
Fig. 3, two levels of risk maturity are used. The low matur
level includes levels 1 and 2~‘‘naı̈ve’’ and ‘‘novice’’ ! from Hill-
son’s~1997! model. The high maturity level includes levels 3 an
4 ~‘‘normalized’’ and ‘‘natural’’! from Hillson’s model. Projects
are then categorized by complexity and relative size. Factors
lated to complexity have been referred to above. Regarding r
tive project size, the criterion is to compare project budget a
company capitalization, as proposed by Turner and Payne~1997!.
For example, we can say that the project is small, medium
large when the project budget is on the order of 1/100, 1/10
1/1 of the company capitalization. Of course, Fig. 3 includ
shaded zones as a remainder that the limits between matu
complexity, and size levels are fuzzy. A table including gene
guidelines for the simplification of the generic process has b
developed~Fig. 4!. @In Fig. 4, the NPV is the net present valu
some NPV issues will be discussed later in the paper.#

Analysis Techniques

Risk analysis techniques must be chosen according to the pro
its determining factors, and the type of analysis to carry out~prof-
Fig. 4. Simplification of the generic process: general guidelines regarding Fig. 3
NEERING AND MANAGEMENT / NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2002 / 479
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itability, time, cost, and so on!. Any rigid recommendation in this
field would once again be absurd. The main qualitative risk an
sis techniques~Simon et al. 1997; de la Cruz 1998; del Can˜o and
de la Cruz 1998; PMI 2000; among others! currently used are

• Checklists;
• Assumptions analysis~already referred to!;
• Data precision ranking, to examine the extent to which a r

is understood, the data available about it, and the reliability
the data in order to evaluate the degree to which the data a
risks are useful;

• Probability and impact description, to describe those par
eters in qualitative terms~very high, high, moderate, and s
on!;

• Probability-impact risk rating tables, which assign risk ratin
~very low, low, moderate, and so on! to risks based on com
bining probability and impact qualitative scales;

• Cause-and-effect diagrams, also called Ishikawa or fishb
diagrams, to illustrate the interrelations between risks and t
causes, including the domino effect;

• Flowcharts and influence diagrams, as pure graphs reflec
the interrelations between activities, risks, and responses;

• Event and fault trees, which are typically used in risk analy
of engineering systems~nuclear power and petrochemic
plants, and so on! and which can also be used in project ma
agement.
The main quantitative techniques~Simon et al. 1997; de la

Cruz 1998; del Can˜o and de la Cruz 1998; PMI 2000; amon
others! in current use are
• Sensitivity analysis, to discover the criticality of variou

project parameters;
• Expected value tables, to compare expected values for di

ent risk responses;
• Triple estimates and probabilistic sums applied to cost estim

ing ~for example!;
• Monte Carlo, Latin hypercube simulation, to obtain the cum

lative likelihood distributions of the project’s objectives~net
present value, cost, time! using probabilistic estimation of the
input parameters;

• Decision trees to aid decision making when there are cho
with uncertain outcomes;

• Probabilistic influence diagrams combining influence diagra
with probability and Monte Carlo theory to simulate aspects
project risk;

• Multicriteria decision-making support methods~MDMSMs!
for making choices among alternatives with conflicting d
mands. Analytic hierarchy process~AHP!, for example, is a
type of MDMSM that can be used for multicriteria selectio
among different risk responses, mixing qualitative and qua
tative criteria;

• Process simulation, using a variety of techniques to simu
specific project processes;

• System dynamics, combining influence diagrams with a m
complex mathematical framework to dynamically simula
specific aspects of project parameters with feedback loops
the ability to simulate the selection among different alternat
actions; and

• Fuzzy logic, with potential applications to scheduling, co
control, and multicriteria selection among several alternativ
In addition to these, other support techniques such as br

storming, Delphi, and interviewing can be used in risk analy
estimations, and estimation refinement.

The best way to begin from zero would be to use the m
basic qualitative techniques and to later gradually increase
480 / JOURNAL OF CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERING AND MANAGEMENT
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complexity of the techniques until one has achieved the best c
profit ratio for each type of firm and project. Fig. 5 is similar
Fig. 3, but now the third classification criterion is absolute rath
than relative size; here the criterion is to compare the pro
budget with the typical budgets for small, medium, and la
construction projects. For example, we can say that the proje
small, medium, or large when the project budget is less t
US$25•106, between US$25•106 and, US$100•106, or greater
than US$100•106. Fig. 6 is an example that sheds light on th
analysis techniques to be used according to an organization’s
turity, as well as the complexity and size of the project. Defined
the figure is the logical range of possible analysis techniques
each of the zones found on Figs. 3 and 5, alongside other, m
specific considerations. For more detail in relation to the te
niques included in Fig. 6, the reader can consult Simon e
~1997!, de la Cruz~1998!, del Caño and de la Cruz~1998!, and
PMI ~2000!, among others.

Some specific tools performing a sensitivity analysis, Mo
Carlo, and probabilistic influence diagrams do not take into
count the possible correlation between risk aspects, while ot
do. The latter entail more complex risk models, and conseque
more knowledge and experience are needed for that purpose
greater the maturity of the organization and the project’s mag
tude, the more such a correlation should be taken into account
the other hand, all techniques based on the concept of expe
value~product of probability and impact! must be used carefully
without forgetting the double dimensionality of risk~Williams
1996!: risks can be ranked not only by their expected value,
also independently by their probability and its impact. Final
sophisticated quantitative techniques~process simulation, system
dynamics, fuzzy logic! will only be used in a small number o
cases of high-level risk maturity organizations undertak
‘‘megaprojects,’’ particularly when the organization wants to a
a component of research and development.

Other Aspects That Influence the Risk Management
Process and Techniques to be Used

Figs. 3 to 6 are related to specific recommendations on poss
simplifications of the generic process and on the use of anal
techniques that can be established in internal corporate pr
dures. For instance, Fig. 6 can have variations depending on
organization~type, size, corporate culture, and so on! and the type
of projects~construction, information technology, and so on!, and
even in the field of construction projects, the subtype of proje
~process plants, office buildings, and so on! developed by the
organization. It has already been mentioned that the organ

Fig. 5. Classification of projects by complexity, absolute size, a
organization risk maturity level
/ NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2002



Fig. 6. Sample recommendations about use of risk analysis techniques regarding Figs. 3 and 5
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tion’s maturity and the project’s size and complexity are not
only factors that influence how the process may be simplifi
Other factors include
• In cases where a certain level of maturity is given, whethe

not one is dealing with the first applications of risk manag
ment to a specific kind of project;

• In cases where a certain degree of maturity is involv
whether or not the organization is, for the first time, in t
transition from applying the process in small and we
managed projects to its application in more problematic a
larger ones;

• The motivation and attitudes of personnel involved in t
implementation of the risk management process;

• Whether or not the risk management process is applied f
the project’s inception;

• The way in which risk management is carried out in the p
gram that includes the present project;

• The available~internal, external! resources and time;
• The type of contracting system~design/bid/build, design/build

construction management, and so on!; and
• The prioritization of objectives.

Moreover, we can also find the case of non-project-driven
ganizations that will always undertake their projects with exter
resources, so that they are left with only key decision making
these cases, the external consultants can develop a risk ma
ment process independently of the risk maturity level of the
ganization. Many of the aspects summarized in this section
influence the analysis techniques that will be used.

The PRM Process and the Construction Project:
Application and Necessary Resources

Some writers@Ward and Chapman~1995!, among others# have
studied the development of a PRM process along the var
JOURNAL OF CONSTRUCTION ENGI
e-

generic project stages. From the point of view of the owner a
the PRM process, the life cycle of a low-complexity constructi
project involving design/bid/build contracting has 10 stages: f
sibility; funding ~obtaining funds!; planning; engineering alloca
tion ~contracting the engineering services!; design; construction
allocation ~contracting contractors!; construction; transfer~com-
missioning and handover!; review ~audit at the end of delivery!;
and support~supporting the operation in a specific period sub
quent to the apparent construction completion!. However, it is
important to note that all the project management work must t
into account the subsequent operation and close-down stag
the product~constructed facility!, including the disposal of the
facility. Some of the project and product stages overlap~for in-
stance, construction and transfer, or support and operation!, or
may do so~as in fast-track projects!. On the other hand, problem
can result in a return from a stage to a previous one.

The project life cycle~PLC! can be simpler for the owner in
case of design/build contracting. However, it can be more co
plex in owner-builder projects of high technical complexity, wh
it is necessary to perform part of the procurement task to deve
the detailed engineering; in this situation, the PLC will have
stages: feasibility, funding, planning, engineering allocation, ba
design, purchasing, detailed design, construction allocation, c
struction, transfer, review, and support. Furthermore, spec
stages may be of varying importance and complexity, depend
on the type and characteristics of the project and owner’s org
zation. For instance, the funding stage may be almost nonexis
in the case of internal funding, or very important and complex
a large build-operate-transfer~BOT! project, from the point of
view of the licensee; in the same way, in some projects the de
will be developed by the client~without the need to contrac
engineering services!, while in other circumstances, several eng
neering companies will be contracted.

Rarely is only one person directly managing all these proj
and product stages; in many instances, three people are dir
NEERING AND MANAGEMENT / NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2002 / 481
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responsible for some of the project stages: the development m
ager launches the project, leading the feasibility and fund
stages and even the planning stage; the project manager is re
sible for asset construction, leading the stages from plannin
support; and a third manager is in charge of the~product! opera-
tion and close-down stages. In specific cases a different pe
may be in charge of the disposal of the facility. Occasionally,
project manager might lead all project stages.

The uncertainty and risk levels will be high in the early proje
stages, and the project objectives and performance criteria va
These objectives will be progressively clarified and refined fr
the feasibility to the design stages. Meanwhile, the uncerta
and risk levels will gradually decrease in the course of the proj
that is, the earlier the project stage, the higher the importanc
the PRM process. At least the first two PRM phases~initiation
and balancing! will be developed before the end of the plannin
stage. In complex projects, a complete first run of those two P
phases will take place in the feasibility stage, and a second
during the planning stage. The PRM maintain phase will
worked out during the project stages from engineering alloca
to transfer, and the PRM learning phase will be developed du
the review stage. With the new facility in operation, a differe
risk management process should be started. In specific cas
important environmental danger during the facility’s disposal,
close-down stage can be viewed as a complete project in it
therefore, a specific PRM process will be developed. The P
function has special importance in the case of fast-track proj
~Ward and Chapman 1995!, except when the design of elemen
first constructed is not dependent on that of subsequent elem

In the feasibility stage the PRM process will be wide in sco
predictive in nature, and concerned with the project’s profit~or
benefit, in the case of public infrastructures!. Technical feasibility
issues, such as the industrial process potential performanc
safety and environmental risks caused by design fault, will also
considered. It cannot be expected that every relevant risk ac
all the PLC stages will be fully assessed at this point. The purp
of risk management at this moment is to evaluate the pro
conception and help define the project’s concept and objecti
The main risk model to build and use now~PRM modeling stage!
will be the one related to the net present value~NPV! or internal
rate of return of the project. In this sense, various project confi
rations~size, technology! or even different projects~alternatives!
to achieve the same objectives can be studied now. Several
models of the NPV model can also be built now, such as the o
related to the future facility’s location, capital and operation co
and market research.

The purpose of the funding stage is to contrast the result
the previous stage, making improvements on and reusing the
model and analyzing the risks associated with each finance a
native. At the planning stage, the PRM process will focus on
evaluation of the project plan. The risk models that can be buil
improved upon and used are those related to time and capital
As for the allocation stages~for engineering or construction, a
well as at the purchasing stage!, the purpose is to evaluate th
agreements ready to be signed, analyzing the time, cost, and
ity risks associated with the contracting of each possible co
pany. The data related to these risks can be fed into the time,
and NPV models already being used. At the design stage,
main purpose is to evaluate the design~particularly its quality!
and to contrast the time and cost estimations. Specific qu
models can be built for use during the construction stage,
other models can also be constructed to analyze safety and
ronmental risks caused by design fault. On the other hand,
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normal reduction of uncertainty associated with this stage w
lead to an improvement in the reliability of the results of t
already existing time, cost, and NPV models.

In cases where several engineering companies are workin
parallel, risk management must also be concerned with coord
tion issues. The principal areas of concern related to the P
process at the construction stage will be quality and, depen
on the contracting system, coordination and health and safet
sues. The previously developed risk models related to time, c
quality, and NPV can be improved, if possible, and used ag
periodically and in the case of important events implying thre
or opportunities. The main purpose of the transfer stage will b
assure that the actual performance of the new facility is as
pected, or at least good enough to support the operation s
achieving an adequate profitability without health, safety, and
vironmental danger. Obviously, the risk models that can be u
again, if necessary, are the ones related to all these issues. I
review and support stages, the PRM process is meant to en
that all important lessons are learned and documented; addi
ally, the purpose of the support stage is to detect new proble

Another question is the team and time necessary to perf
the PRM function and its associated cost. In relation to the te
there will be no specific risk team for small projects and lo
maturity organizations; the project team will perform this fun
tion. For large projects, it is recommended that a risk proc
manager be appointed to plan, implement, and supervise the P
process; this person can be helped by one or more risk analys
specific cases the risk team can include someone responsibl
collecting and documenting data. Obviously, a wide range
other project participants will help in the PRM process~designers,
contractors, users, maintainers, insurance companies, and so!.
To be effective, the risk process manager must have a deep
derstanding of the project processes and wide experience in o
similar projects; imagination, creativity, and good communicat
skills are also needed. This person should be independent o
project team, to ensure its objectivity, and can be exclusiv
dedicated to risk management, or a member of another pro
team~for instance, another project manager!. In many cases the
process risk manager is an internal staff member working p
time in different~or all! projects undertaken by its organizatio
This allows performing effective PRM, even in small projects,
a low cost. The risk analyst will be responsible for building ri
models; at least, he or she must have experience in time and
estimation and control and be always dedicated to the pro
part-time.

How much time is needed to perform the PRM process
dependent on several factors, such as PRM scope, clients, a
able data, and human resources, among others. A PRM pro
can take from a few hours to several months~Chapman and Ward
1997b!. To be useful in small, low-complexity projects where th
analysis will only be qualitative, the two first phases of PUM
~initiation and balancing! will take a minimum of 2 to 5 days.
Depending on the factors referred to above, a complete and
tailed PRM process can take from 15 days to 3 months~overlap-
ping the project planning!.

Finally, the cost of the PRM process can range from that o
person working part-time for 2 to 5 days, to a maximum of 5
10% of the project management costs. Taking into account
the project management can account for between 5 and 10%
the capital costs, the cost of PRM will range from a few hund
dollars to 0.5 to 1% of the capital costs, depending on the fac
already referred to.
/ NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2002
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Application to a Real Project

An application to a real project~simplification of the generic pro-
cess, selection of analysis techniques, and development of the
two PUMA phases! has been developed in collaboration with t
owner, and the main issues are explained here. It is a med
complexity project~complexity index523) is examined to build a
plant for liquefied petroleum gas~LPG! regasification, near Fer
rol, Galicia ~an autonomous region in the northwest of Spai!.
Currently the gas utility sector has a liberalized market~private
sector! in Spain, and Galicia has no plant of this type. Therefo
the regional authority aspires to decrease the energy depend
on other regions. The scope of the project includes a new pier
unloading facilities for ships carrying up to 135,000 m3 of LPG;
two 150,000 m3 storage tanks; a regasification facility with
minimum nominal vaporization performance of 250•103 kg/h;
regulation, measurement, testing, and other auxiliary plant fa
ties; and two gas pipelines from the plant to the main consu
tion points and to links with the national mains. The proje
started in 1999, and its estimated deadline is in the last quart
2004. The estimated project cost is US$ 295•106 ~contingencies
included!, so it is a large project in absolute terms. The init
promoter has been a small, private-sector petrochemical com
belonging to the second industrial group of Galicia; it sees
project as a business in itself and also as a step prior to buil
a new petrochemical plant at the same location, thus obtaining
at a low price. The capitalization of this company is on the or
of 1/10 of the project budget, so the project includes a search
partners and the subsequent founding of a new company.
shareholders are
• The initial promoter, which contributes a share of 18%, a

provides a strategic and suitable location and enjoys a cor
relationship with the regional authority;

• Two Spanish multinational public utility companies~21%
each!, which want to convert several coal-fueled power s
tions located in Galicia into combined-cycle fueled syste
~with gas as the main fuel!, and for whom this project is an
opportunity for obtaining gas at a low price;

• The regional authority~10%!, which wants to oversee th
project;

• An Algerian company, which will sell the gas~10%!; and
• Two bank companies~10% each!, which will provide the nec-

essary loans to the new company.
The shareholders will provide 30% of the project budget~20%

of the capital will be investment grants for locating the plant in
depressed area, and the remaining 50% will be loans!. Therefore,
the project can also be considered larger, in relative terms.
project’s estimated base internal rate of return~IRR! is on the
order of 30%, taking into account the real price of gas. Nevert
less, the real IRR will be lower because the first three shareh
ers will consume gas at a low price. Taking into account
project’s technology and other circumstances, the owner
opted for a design/build contract at a fixed price. Following B
keley’s model~Ibbs 2000!, the estimated project management m
turity levels are 4 ~integrated! for the utility companies; 2
~planned! for the initial promoter; and 3~managed! for the regas-
ification company. Following Hillson’s model, the correspondi
estimated risk management maturity levels are, respectively,
tween 2 and 3; 1; and 2. Hence, the project is in zone m4 of
3 and in zone mD of Fig. 5. The general guidelines for proc
simplification in zone m4 can be applied to the project. Th
guidelines are similar to those of zones m1 and m2~Fig. 4!,
except for the following factors:
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• The project size allows for the existence of a specific PR
team;

• Primary and secondary risks must be identified;
• Three planning levels should be used;
• In the case of an internal PRM team, only the use of qual

tive analysis techniques can be recommended, with the s
PRM process as in zones m1 and m2~adding the team stage i
there is a specific PRM team!; and

• Simpler or intermediate-level quantitative analysis techniq
could be used with the help of outside experts, adding
modeling and evaluation stages~simplified, because the risk
models will be simple!. In this situation, the risk register wil
include the corresponding quantitative data, and the consu
should perform the requirements stage.
Fig. 6 shows various analysis techniques applicable to

project. In any case, one must take into account the chosen
tracting system and the fact that this is the first formal PR
process for the team. Moreover~a priori for the owners!, the
prioritization of objectives is time~the corresponding projects t
convert the power stations overlap!, followed by quality-safety
and cost. For these reasons, the more suitable techniques
used by the owner are assumptions analysis, probability and
pact description, probability-impact tables, and sensitivity ana
sis ~for the NPV feasibility study, using correlation!. In the event
of special problems affecting NPV, time, or cost, triple estima
and probabilistic sums could be used to build models for th
objectives. Instead of probabilistic sums, Monte Carlo simulat
or probabilistic influence diagrams could be used, applying c
relation and even ‘‘if’’ functions, but with the help of outsid
experts.

Delphi Analysis

A Delphi analysis has been developed as a final validation. E
different meetings have been held with a total of 20 profession
with experience in industrial plants, offices, shopping malls, re
dential buildings, public works~BOT turnpike roads, harbors
railroad infrastructures!, and urban planning projects up to US
2•109; 16 of them have international experience. The@min, max,
average# age of the interviewees is@25,61,41# years old. The
@min, max, average# years’ experience are@2,35,15#. The univer-
sity education of those persons is varied~BS in naval architecture
BS and MS in industrial engineering, BS and MS in civil eng
neering, MBA, and PhD in business administration!. The posi-
tions of the interviewees in the course of their professional
reers are also very varied~ranging from project engineer to chie
executive officer, including project managers and operations m
agers; see appendix for further details!. The total number of dif-
ferent companies joined by those people in the course of t
professional life is 19~ranging from small domestic companies
large national and multinational companies such as Alcoa, Bo
British Railways, Dragados, or Fluor Daniel; see appendix
further information!. Respectively,@4,15# of those companies are
in the @public, private# sector; and@11,8# are @national, multina-
tional# companies. The companies’ activity is varied~owners: fac-
tories, industrial plants, public bodies, property developers, B
licensees; engineering and consultancy; general and spec
contractors!. The @min, max# project management maturity leve
~Berkeley model! for those companies is@2 ~planned!, 5 ~sus-
tained!#, and the @min, max# risk management maturity leve
~Hillson’s model! is @1,4#.
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Each interview lasted a minimum of 2 to 3 h. After a comple
explanation~of the methodology and its relation to project ma
agement, the complete PRM process, and its relation to
project life cycle, the simplified process for zone m1, the simp
fication criteria, and the necessary team, time, and cost!, the in-
terviewees assessed the methodology with a number from
100%, also taking into account its potential effectiveness
adaptive nature. Furthermore, the interviewees explained the
sons for their assessment~pros and cons!. The @min, max, aver-
age# assessment is@65, 80, 74%#, the variance is 0.35, and th
standard deviation is 0.59. The main pros stated by the in
viewees are
• ‘‘Very comprehensive, well structured, systematic, logical a

clear methodology with extensive guidance for its applic
tion.’’ ‘‘Specifically, the simplified process for zone m1 is ver
easy to understand and use.’’

• ‘‘It’s easy to modify the methodology to apply it to the role o
the turnkey/design/build contractor.’’

• ‘‘The uncertainty of the owner’s objectives will decrease
‘‘The feedback loops will avoid rework.’’ ‘‘Establishing action
alternatives will avoid losses when crises arise.’’ ‘‘Risk will b
avoided or reduced; at least, risk will be anticipated and
sessed, so fighting against risk will be easy.’’
And the main cons are

• ‘‘To be completely effective, it needs a specific PRM corpor
culture. If someone wants to apply it but the company doe
support the initiative, the individual’s motivation will finally
disappear and, sooner or later, PRM will be abandone
‘‘Even in companies with a certain project management ma
rity, a cultural change is needed towards risk management~for
instance, the project manager could not be comfortable wi
risk process manager who is not below him or her on
project!.’’

• ‘‘From the point of view of the consultant, and taking in
account the current project management and PRM matu
levels existing in Spain, the PRM consultancy service is
easy to sell. In small and even medium projects the main~and
almost only! criterion to contract project management servic
is price. Frequently, only a slight differentiation from the oth
competitors will be achieved, at the most. In that kind
project, the service will only be bought if the owner has h
good experience with it in the past, or if a tangible cost sav
is proposed. Otherwise, the owner will not take it into accou
The PRM service can be more easily sold in the case of la
projects, and so much the better if the client is an Anglo-Sa
~U.K. United States, Australia, and so on! or Scandinavian
multinational company. More or less similar problems can
found in other European countries like Italy, France, Portug
or Germany, but not so in the aforementioned Anglo-Sax
and Scandinavian countries.’’

• ‘‘In the case of using sophisticated quantitative techniques@in
a small number of cases of high-level risk maturity organi
tions undertaking ‘‘megaprojects,’’ and only when the orga
zation wants to add a component of research and deve
ment#, the PRM process can be excessively complex
expensive.’’
Other comments stated by the interviewees were

• ‘‘ @Depending on the contracting system# beyond a more or less
active participation in the PRM process developed by
owner, the ideal situation would be a PRM process develo
by the different essential project participants.’’

• ‘‘The applicability increases with the project size, organizati
size, and risk management maturity.’’
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• ‘‘The owner will normally want an efficient process based
experience.’’
Thus, due to the specific characteristics of the Spanish ma

the assessment could be higher in other countries.

Summary, Conclusions, and Further Research

This article has presented PUMA~Project Uncertainty MAnage-
ment!, a hierarchically structured, flexible, and generic proje
risk management~PRM! process that has been particularized f
construction projects, from the point of view of the owner and
consultant who may be helping the owner. The process can
be adapted to the needs of the contractor or other project pa
pants. Moreover, many aspects referred to in the article can
applied to other participants. First, the article has defined a c
plete or generic PRM process to be undertaken by companie
institutions with the highest level of risk management maturity
the largest and most complex construction projects. After that,
aspects influencing the possible simplifications to the generic
cess have been identified, and simplifications have been prop
for some cases. Any PRM process must be tailored to the par
lar circumstances of the project and the organization underta
it. To do so, it is necessary to take into account the organizatio
risk maturity and the project complexity and size, among ot
factors. Similar criteria must be taken into account in relation
the risk analysis techniques used in the process. The aim of
article is not to persuade readers that a particular, rigid appro
to PRM should be adopted, but to present a flexible methodol
to be adapted to the project and organization circumstances a
stimulate reflection on the ways to develop the different PR
tasks in different environments~projects, companies, and so on!.

PRM processes have been studied in depth over recent y
and there is currently an important and sound body of knowle
in this field. Further research and development must be un
taken in the areas~del Caño and de la Cruz 1998! of PRM pro-
cesses~specific processes from the point of view of other parti
pants, internationally accepted standards!; techniques and tools
~integration, templates, combination of techniques, developm
of integrated software applications, advanced techniques suc
fuzzy logic, process simulation and systems dynamics, knowle
bases!; organizational aspects; contracting aspects~strategies to
avoid contractual rivalry!; attitudes to risk; and education an
training.
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Appendix: Delphi Analysis, Other Data

Positions of Interviewees in Course of Their
Professional Career

Project assessor, project engineer, scheduling and cost contro
gineer, assistant project manager, project manager, operation
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sistant manager, operations manager, engineering services
ager, technical services manager, plant maintenance man
plant safety manager, divisional manager, managing director,
eral manager, and chief executive officer~CEO!.

Companies Joined by Interviewees in Course of Their
Professional Life

Ábaco Ingenierı´a y Sistemas, Alcoa Europe, Astano, Bovis, Br
ish Railways, CH2M Hill, Consultores 2, Dragados, Ferrovi
Fluor Daniel, Forestal del Atla´ntico, Heredia Consultores, Inst
tuto Nacional de Industria~INI !, Madritel ~Grupo Auna!, Priser,
Regasificadora del Noroeste~Reganosa!, Tile Stone, Urbamusa
and Z3 Gestio´n de Proyectos y Obras.
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